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Graph Analysis and Visualization: Discovering Business Opportunity in Linked DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Wring more out of the data with a scientific approach to analysis


	Graph Analysis and Visualization brings graph theory out of the lab and into the real world. Using sophisticated methods and tools that span analysis functions, this guide shows you how to exploit graph and network analytic techniques to enable the...
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Analytic Trigonometry with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Barnett, Analytic Trigonometry is a text that students can actually read, understand, and apply. Concept development moves from the concrete to abstract to engage the student. Almost every concept is illustrated by an example followed by a matching problem allowing students to practice knowledge precisely when they acquire it. To gain student...
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Building Web Applications With SAS/IntrNet: A Guide to the Application Dispatcher (SAS Press)SAS Institute, 2007
Learn how you can save countless hours of research and development time building your Web applications with the SAS/IntrNet Application Dispatcher. Author Don Henderson illustrates the multitude of features and capabilities available in the SAS/IntrNet Application Dispatcher and shows you how to take better advantage of these tools to make your...
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Intelligent Knowledge: A Study beyond Data Mining (SpringerBriefs in Business)Springer, 2015

	This book is mainly about an innovative and fundamental method called “intelligent knowledge” to bridge the gap between data mining and knowledge management, two important fields recognized by the information technology (IT) community and business analytics (BA) community respectively. The book includes definitions of the...
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Free Will: Historical and Analytic PerspectivesPalgrave Macmillan, 2021

	
		This novel contributed volume advances the current debate on free will by bridging the divide between analytic and historically oriented approaches to the problem. With thirteen chapters by leading academics in the field, the volume is divided into three parts: free will and determinism, free will and indeterminism, and free will and...
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Anywhere: How Global Connectivity is Revolutionizing the Way We Do BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Is your business prepared for the world of ANYWHERE?


	“Companies are beginning to conceive, design, develop, and distribute products and services in profoundly new ways…But how to exploit this new connectivity? Read on.”

	—From the Foreword by Don Tapscott, bestselling author of Grown Up...
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Real World Health Care Data Analysis: Causal Methods and Implementation Using SAS®: Causal Methods and Implementation Using SAS®SAS Institute, 2019

	Discover best practices for real world data research with SAS code and examples
	
		Real world health care data is common and growing in use with sources such as observational studies, patient registries, electronic medical record databases, insurance healthcare claims databases, as well as data from pragmatic trials. This data...
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Fundamentals of Complex Analysis  with Applications to Engineering,  Science, and Mathematics (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2003
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to complex variable theory and its applications to current engineering problems and is designed to make the fundamentals of the subject more easily accessible to readers who have little inclination to wade through the rigors of the axiomatic approach. Modeled after standard calculus books--both in...
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Metrics and Methods for Security Risk ManagementSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Metrics and Methods for Security Risk Management offers powerful analytic tools that have been absent from traditional security texts. This easy-to-read text provides a handy compendium of scientific principles that affect security threats, and establishes quantitative security metrics that facilitate the development of...
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What Does It All Mean?: A Very Short Introduction to PhilosophyOxford University Press, 1987

	Should the hard questions of philosophy matter to ordinary people? In this down-to-earth, nonhistorical guide, Thomas Nagel, the distinguished author of Mortal Questions and The View From Nowhere, brings philosophical problems to life, revealing in vivid, accessible prose why they have continued to fascinate and baffle...
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Task Models and Diagrams for Users Interface Design: 5th International Workshop, TAMODIA 2006, Hasselt, Belgium, October 23-24, 2006, Revised PapersSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Task Models and Diagrams for User Interface Design, TAMODIA 2006, held in Hasselt, Belgium in October 2006.
The 23 revised full papers presented together with 1 invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for...
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Hadoop in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		Hadoop in Action teaches readers how to use Hadoop and write MapReduce programs. The intended readers are programmers, architects, and project managers who have to process large amounts of data offline. Hadoop in Action will lead the reader from obtaining a copy of Hadoop to setting it up in a cluster and writing data...
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